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A quick introduction to Hubpages:
Hubpages is a user generated content site. Users quite often referred to as
“Hubbers” submit articles online that they have written and are posted as
individual web pages.
Hubpages earns revenue through various affiliate style programs and
shares those profits with the “Hubber”. This is where you earn your
money from Hubpages. I am also going to show you additional ways to
earn with Hubpages where you WILL NOT have to share any of the
revenue with Hubpages.

There are people earning upwards of $1,000 a month in additional income
with Hubpages right now and that is from using just the 4 sources of
income that Hubpages provides you.
These are the:
Google Adsense Program
Ebay Affiliate Program
Amazon Affiliate Program
Kontera
Hubpages was launched in August 2006 and has been steadily growing
ever since.
Hubpages is one of the top 100 visited website in the U.S at the time of
writing and that also means good rankings for keywords within Google
and the other big search engines.
You will also find that hubpages.com has a Page Ranking of 6 in Google.
This is an extremely high page rank and shows that the website is trusted
as well as having a high volume of traffic being sent to Hubpages every
single day.
So first of all I am going to run through setting up an account with
Hubpages for those people that are not familiar with the website.
Those of you that are familiar with it and already have an account set up
feel free to skip this section and get straight to ranking well in Google and
learning the other Affiliate Programs I have integrated into my Hubs.

Ok so first log into http://www.hubpages.com and click the join button
You will then be directed to a signup page where you will fill out all
necessary information to become a member of the online community.

You should arrive at a screen that looks like this one below.

Fill out all of that information and then continue. Make sure that you use
an existing email and not a fake one. Hubpages are a trusted website and
never spam their members so you don't have to worry about anything like
that.
After continuing you will come to a page that looks like the one below.
Be sure to fill out your interests and click the submit button. It is always a
good idea to have thought of a few topics you are interested before signing
up. You can skip the step but I don't recommend it as a lot of people will
never come back and fill it out properly.

Ok so after you have clicked Submit from the above screenshot you will
be presented with the following.

Now this is a step that you can skip if you want. It is a good way though,
if you already have friends or email contacts already part of the Hubpages
community to start your online fan base with Hubpages.
After clicking continue you will come to this page below.

You can now create a hub or click the How do I make money to start

filling out your application forms with Adsense, Amazon and the other
Affiliate Programs. I definitely recommend Google Adsense as you can
make a fair bit of money from this program if you create content rich hubs.
When I say content rich I mean pages that have plenty of original (in your
own words not plagiarised off a blog or another hub) text.
If you use duplicate content you will be given low hubscores on your hubs
which can result in you making very little or no money at all. It can also
see you banned from Hubpages altogether.
Below is a screenshot of how to sign up for the various Affiliate Programs.
You will notice an arrow pointing to the Signup and then to the right of
that the name of the site and a box with Affiliate Code written within it.
Once you have signed up and been accepted you will receive your Affiliate
Code which you will Copy and Paste directly into the Affiliate Code box.
That is all you will need to do for this part.

This is what the page looks like every time that you start a new hub.
As you can see you will have to choose appropriate titles.
Make sure that you try and keep the title in Step 1 and the Unique Web
Address in Step 2 the same to get the best rankings within Google. This is
the important traffic within Hubpages. While it is also important to build
up relationships by participating within the Forums and commenting on
other “Hubbers” Hubs a lot of your Adsense revenue comes from Internet
Users who are searching for your Keyword Terms on the search engines.
When it comes to Step 3 be sure to choose relevant categories to what you
are writing about for the best results.
Step 4 is all about how you want your Hub to look. I personally like the
Photo/text/then comment best. I will sometimes submit a relevant video as
well which you can add in on the next page after filling out this
information.
Step 5: Use tags (keywords) that are relevant. I find that using keywords

that you used within your title and Unique Web Address work really well
and help that little bit extra to rank well within the search engines.
Next you will click the Continue button.

This is where you can add your text, videos, links to other websites,
comments. You can also add in capsules for Amazon if you have signed
up by this stage and start earning when people buy products from them.
You can also add in a poll or a quiz for a bit of extra interest and get people
returning to your hubs to see results.
I recommend at least 3 capsules with each Hub. It helps your Hub score as
well as showing Google that you hub is content rich and generally will
rank higher within Google. It can also help with other search engines as
well but Google is the big player currently and does not look like moving
from the Number 1 spot anytime soon. (Another reason why Google
Adsense is a great addition for your Hubs).
I will just explain to you a little about the Google Adsense program and
how it works.
There are 2 different programs that Google offers. The first being Google
Adwords. This is where Internet Website owners can go and advertise for

traffic to their website. Each Internet Website owner participating within
Google Adwords bids for relevant keywords to their website. The user
with the highest bid can gain the top position within the Sponsored
Listings in Google. They also have the choice of having their website
links advertised on other “related by keywords” webpages. This is where
we come in at Hubpages. Google Adsense is where we as hubbers can
sign up to let the advertisers on Google Adwords place ads within our
hubs. When we write our Hubs and publish them, Google automatically
assigns relevant websites within our Hub. This is of course provided that
you have successfully signed up with Google Adsense as explained before.
Sign up is easy and if you haven't already done it I recommend looking at
it now.

As you can see above. I have added in a photo to go with my hub and a
few edit tags over to the right. You can add in more tags than that and I
actually recommend adding in 10-20 tags provided that they are all
relevant to the hub.
After you have finished click the Publish button and you have published
your first hub.

THIS IS WHERE THE HUBPAGES TUTORIAL STOPS AND ALL THE
STUFF HUBPAGES DON'T TELL YOU BEGINS. BE SURE TO READ
ON.
Next you need to Ping your new Hub. Be sure to Copy the new address
that has been provided for your newly published hub.
Head on over to http://www.pingomatic.com
You will come to a screen that looks similar to the one below

Follow all of the instructions as shown above to successfully ping your
hub.
What is pinging and why is it so important?
Pinging notifies all of the different Blogging services that there has been a
new page published or changes made to an existing page. It also connects
your page to these services which is just another step in obtaining better
rankings within Google which can result in more views to your hubs and a
better hub score.

Pinging newly published hubs and blogs is a step that so many bloggers
and hubbers completely forget about and wonder why traffic is not
increasing on their pages.
Next I want to show you a technique to obtaining higher rankings within
Google. It involves using the Google Adwords Keyword Tool which is a
completely free resource for you to use.
Just follow the link below
https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal

You will come to a page that looks similar to the one below.

As you can see you type in a relevant keyword to one that you wish to
write about and click the Get Keyword Ideas button. A page will drop
down and show you all the related Keywords to the keyword you entered.
Looking at the Advertiser Competition the more green that is filling an
area the more competition there is for that particular keyword. Look for
keywords that have under half of it green or better still no green at all if

possible but make sure that the Global Monthly Search Volume is at least
500 to make it worthwhile. Write down a list of keywords that you would
like to compete for. Remember that these are just ideas for keywords so
grab a good list together.
After you have a list of keywords together you are going to head over to
http://www.google.com and enter them into the search box in this format.

As you can see above Ewen Chia is a member in a company called GDI, I
have ranked well within Google for this term given that there is only 10
websites that have Ewen Chia GDI in the Website Title.
If you search Ewen Chia GDI normally within Google you will see that I
am in number 1 spot currently out of 5660 websites overall that are in
some way related to the Ewen Chia keyword.
I am also getting traffic for people just searching for Ewen Chia because of
this as well and there are quite a few searches for him on Google right
now.
So here is what you want to do. When you have your list of keywords that
you should of written down from the Google Adwords Keyword Tool I
want you to first go to the normal google search bar available at
http://www.google.com and type in the following

allintitle:”type your keyword here”
for example like above if you were ranking for Ewen Chia GDI you would
type in
allintitle:ewen chia gdi
then submit it
Look at the overall results. If that figure is under 1000 you have an
excellent chance of ranking very well ( position 1 to 3) for these keywords.
It doesn't always work but publish enough of these pages and you will see
that I am right. There are a few other factors of why you may not show up
on the first page of google for a keyword you have chosen even if it has
low competition and I will explain in a minute.
If a keyword using the allintitle command shows 10,000 results there is
still a good chance of good placing in Google for this considering you are
posting from a website like Hubpages which has an overall page rank of 6.
This does not mean that your newly published hub has a page rank of 6
however. The page rank of 6 for hubpages is for the websites main page
which is hubpages.com not to the pages within it.
Having said that though, Google will still give some preference to your
page because it is part of a higher authority website. Individual page ranks
to hubs seems to move up rather quickly once you have traffic coming to
your hubs.
I am now going to explain why even with some low competition keywords
you may not rank on the first page straight away. Don't let this put you off
though.
One of the reasons why your page may not appear on the first page of
Google is Backlinks.
Backlinks are links from other websites that point towards your website.
In your case being your hubs. The more backlinks a website has the more
weight it is given within Google. This means that because your page is
new you will not have other websites pointing towards your page yet.
There are several ways of doing this and I actually have a topic on it at
Hubpages.
You can view it at http://hubpages.com/hub/How-To-Create-BacklinksEasily

Remember that when you create Backlinks from other websites you want
to make sure they are related to your site. If they are completely different
the search engines will pick up on it and think that you are “link
spamming”. This can result in the search engines removing your website
from their listings or penalising you some other way like poor placement
within the search engines etc.
It is better to do it right the first time. It is no good appearing on Page 50,
no one is ever going to visit you there.

